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Dow Jones Commodities Service
Dow Jones Commodities Service is designed to
match the demands of the commodities and futures
professional whose decisions drive the market. This
comprehensive service combines onsite reporting
with insight and analysis of the global commodities
markets, unrivaled in scope and depth. Dow Jones
Commodities Service brings together the focused
coverage of Dow Jones MetalsWire and AgriWire,
with exclusive outlooks and market commentary,
plus comprehensive statistics, from cash prices
to futures.
Coverage by Dow Jones’ dedicated commodities
team is supplemented by breaking news drawn from
The Wall Street Journal, Barron’s and the Associated
Press. Whether it is breaking news, perspective or
analysis, Dow Jones Commodities Service puts the
breadth and experience of the world’s largest news
service behind your business.

Commodities Reporting from Where
News Happens
Building your business requires staying ahead of the
market, knowing not only how the price of soybeans
is moving, but why – and where it may be headed in
the next session. Dow Jones Commodities Service
starts with a wealth of cash prices for agriculture
and metals, and futures markets statistics from all
the major exchanges, and follows up with outlooks,
in-depth analysis, commentary and exclusives from
our editors and reporters in the field. Unique to Dow
Jones is the commodity-focused weather analysis and
forecasts, and we top it off with relevant headlines
and market-moving features that keep you up-to-date
with the big picture. Whether you are calculating
tomorrow’s grain trade in Kansas City, or moving tin
out of Kuala Lumpur, Dow Jones Commodities
Service delivers news your business can grow on.
+ Grains & Oilseeds – Wheat, corn, rice, soy, and
palm oil
+ Softs – Coffee, cocoa, sugar and citrus
+ Fibers – Cotton, lumber, pulp and rubber
+ Meat & Livestock – U.S. cash and futures
+ Metals - Base, precious and minor metals
+ Asian Metals – LME Asian metals futures and
Kuala Lumpur tin prices
+ USDA Marketing Service & Trade Data
+ Cash Comments, Updates & Outlooks
+ Dow Jones Exclusives – Market Specials, Focus
Pieces and Technical Analysis
+ Futures & Financial Market Coverage & Statistics
+ Global Weather Updates – Agri-market-focused
reports
+ Economic & Policy News – G7 Reports, Debt and
Forex Comments
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Complete Cash Statistics: Your Eyes and Ears
in the Market.

+ Grains & Oilseeds – CBT grains and soy futures
and updates, MDEX palm oil

Dow Jones Commodities Service provides
comprehensive cash prices for global commodities,
gathered by Dow Jones reporters in the field, and
direct from the USDA, including Monthly Lock-up
Reports. Dow Jones Commodities Service is tailored
to your data needs by news specialists who know
your market, and know that every second counts.
Our reporters augment cash price charts with
ear-to-the-ground commentary throughout the day.
Whether it’s knowing what floor brokers are saying
in Chicago, or tracking down a grain elevator
operator in Kansas, our global team of commodities
specialists provide the relevant, real-time information
from its source, with the speed and accuracy that
adds value to your business.

+ Livestock & Meat – CME livestock futures and
updates

+ Base, Precious & Minor Metals
■

LME Warehouse Stocks Report

■

US, Europe, Asia cash markets

+ Grains & Oilseeds
■

North American cash markets – CBOT, KCBT,
MGE, WCE

■

Malaysian palm oil – cash prices and
comments

+ Softs – Coffee, cocoa, sugar, citrus
■

Cash prices and comments

■

South America, Africa, Asia, production and
export data

■

Florida citrus stats

+ Fibers – Cotton, lumber, pulp and rubber
■

U.S. lumber & Asian rubber – cash market &
comments

■

Cotton Comments

■

Global pulp & paper comments

+ Livestock & Meat – U.S. cash market & comments
+ USDA Prices & Trade Data
■

Agriculture Marketing Service

■

Monthly Lock-up Reports

+ Outlooks – Pre-market events, impacts and trends
+ Updates – As-it-happens market moving news
+ Rolling market commentary with DJ Market Talk
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+ Fiber – NYCE cotton, CME lumber futures
+ Softs – Liffe coffee, CSCE cocoa, sugar and coffee
futures
+ Metals – LME and Comex futures; Shanghai
Copper futures

Inside Commodities with Exclusive Features
The more you know about the market, the more
confidence you bring to your decisions. Dow Jones
Commodities Service features reports that provide
unique insights that broaden your understanding of
what’s driving the market. From our five reporters
on the floor of the Chicago exchanges, you’ll not
only get the alert on a sudden price movement, you’ll
know what’s behind it with detailed follow-ups. And
from our in-house editors comes technical analysis that’s
timely and sector-specific, providing a quantitative
inside view in the context of the broader market.
+ Global & Regional Market Coverage
■

London – LME, Liffe

■

Chicago – CFTC, CBT, CME

■

New York – COMEX, CSCE, FINEX, NYCE,
NYFE, NYMEX

■

Midwest – KCBT, MGE

■

Canada– ME, WCE

■

Asia – SGX. SFE, MDEX

+ Dow Jones Technical Analysis – Sector-specific
quantitative research and insight
+ Dow Jones Updates – Market moves and actives
throughout the day
+ Market Specials – On-site exclusives behind price
swings, DJ Market Talk
+ Focus Pieces – Local and regional events’ impact
on global commodities
+ US Retail Meat Survey – Dow Jones’ Kansas City
livestock editor exclusive on consumer trends

Global Weather Updates: Commodities-Focused
Forecasts
For a player in global commodities, knowing
how a drought in Argentina will impact the price of
wheat – and what that means in cash and futures – is
information that makes a difference. You have direct
access to expert weather tracking and analysis that
traders, producers, and distributors like yourself need
to know.

Market-Moving Economic & Corporate News
A look at the bigger picture puts it all in perspective –
market-moving geo-political events, stories from
companies that do business in commodities, the latest
GDP and economic reports, activity on the bond and
debt markets. To round out the news day, you’ll get
headlines and full stories from The Wall Street
Journal, Barron’s, and the Associated Press.
+ Stock Market Indexes & Comments

+ Daily Commodity Weather Report – Tailored for
commodities professionals

+ Economic Indicators & G7 Reports

+ Global Agricultural Weather & Forecasts

+ Forex – Global cash comments

+ U.S. Crop Indexes

+ Oil & Energy

+ Bond & Debt Market

+ Company News

Financial Futures Coverage You Can Count On
Whether you are calculating your next futures trade,
or mapping out your pricing to suppliers, with Dow
Jones Commodities Service you’ll have fast, accurate
tracking of futures prices, daily volume and open
interest reports from the major markets around the
world, at your fingertips. From the Asia open
through mid-day trading in London to the Chicago
close, you’ll find the charts and comments you need
in a concise, user-friendly format.
+ Financials – U.S. debt and credit futures
+ Stock Indexes
+ Currency
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For more information, call 1-800-223-2274 or visit
djnewswires.com

